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Lend Lease, founded in 1958, is an international
leader in the development and construction of
property and infrastructure who are known for
delivering world renowned projects such as the
Sydney Opera House, Athlete’s Village for the 2012
UK Olympics and White City for the BBC.

With over 12,000 employees across 10 countries, Lend Lease
Group produce exceptional and iconic architectural structures
across the globe from brand new showpiece buildings to the
complex refurbishment of existing historic landmark establishments.

Citylabs (formerly the Manchester Royal Eye Hospital)

Citylabs is a 100,000 sq ft biomedical centre situated in the heart of
Manchester’s Knowledge Quarter within the Central Manchester
University Hospital NHS Foundation Trust campus, the largest
clinical academic campus in Europe. 

Compromising of a beautiful Grade II listed building along with new
purpose-built biomedical laboratory and office facilities, Citylabs is
one of the only developments of its type in the UK that creates a
collaborative relationship between academic health science
communities, industry and the NHS.
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MicroFloor 600® Raised Access Flooring by Workspace
Technology

Workspace Technology Ltd was selected by Lend Lease as the flooring
specialist to supply and install the MicroFloor 600® Flooring throughout the
entire four story development at the former Manchester Royal Eye Hospital on
the basis of the their:

� Experience, expertise and holistic solution that provided the essential criteria
for the successful delivery of this raised access flooring requirement,

� Client Focused collaborative methodology that ensured accurate and timely
delivery of the project,

� Ability and experience of working within a Grade II listed building containing
a multitude of original architectural features, including Wattle & Daub and
Archetypal Ceramics.

� Provision of one of Workspace Technology’s locally based regional
installation teams ensured flexible attendance to match the dynamic nature
of the installation. 

� Versatile High Quality MicroFloor 600® Flooring System that: 

- Provided for the differing requirements needed to install the raised access
flooring both within the Grade II listed building and the new modern built
extension.

- Provided a levelling capability suitable to create a uniform level raised
access floor above various different subfloor heights, typical in listed
buildings.

- Provided a tailored grid and void enabling easy installation of all services
including the routing of power and data cabling, HVAC systems and other
building services, 

- Provided a future proofed system that would easily manage changes to
layout and occupancy,

- Provided easy access for maintenance and allows
installation of additional or upgraded services. 
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Project Solution

Workspace Technology deployed their MicroFloor 600® flooring
system across 4 levels of the Citylabs development, providing a
total of 2600 m2 of Raised Access Flooring.

This specialist raised access flooring solution, which is
manufactured in the UK, was the ideal solution for the Citylabs
project providing the essential combination of an adaptable, robust,
versatile and cost effective system. 

The solution incorporated acoustic protection in addition to the use
of hi-density pedestals to reduce both impact and airborne sound
transmission.

A combination pedestal system was used utilising both steel and hi-
density composite blocks to manage the multiple void heights
required throughout the scheme to both accommodate a versatile
services void, and manage the differing sub-floor heights.

The scheme cleverly allowed for matching floor height to existing
staircases, and incorporated a building movement management
system to allow for any subsequent movement or expansion within
the building.
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The Sustainable 
Full Access Raised 
Flooring System

MicroFloor 600® is the ultimate
sustainable full access raised flooring

system, presenting the perfect solution for

the dynamic demands of modern day

construction and fit out. 

MicroFloor 600® combines the
versatility of a full access floor system,

whilst delivering significant economical

and ecological advantage's, without load

or access compromise.

MicroFloor 600® manufactured
components contain up to 78% re-cycled

materials,   and can be re-located, re-used

or recycled making it one of the most

sustainable raised flooring systems on the

market, assisting clients gain BREEAM

and LEED points/credits. - (see further

details over page)

MicroFloor 600® is fast becoming the
choice of many leading developers and

construction organisations delivering value

added solutions to win business in a

competative market.
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Workspace Technology – The Commercial Flooring
Specialists

Workspace Technology deliver holistic Flooring Supply and
Installation Services, from provision of detailed and transparent
proposals, quotations and drawings, through Project Managed
Installation and Comprehensive post installation services.

Workspace Technology provide a broad range of specialist 
      flooring solutions for commercial and domestic applications as
detailed below. 

� Raised Access Flooring Systems

� Acoustic Flooring Systems

� Timber Flooring Systems

� Sports Flooring Systems

As an agile, expert, multi-disciplined organisation, Workspace
Technology align their skills, knowledge and capability with the
requirements of their flooring clients.

Workspace Technology provide added value throughout any
engagement helping you to win and deliver construction projects,
ensuring the perfectly created flooring environment.
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Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft, 
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a valued
customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a partnership
approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient solutions has made
us the preferred choice for many public sector and commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an enthusiastic and
refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes performance and service to
new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found at
www.workspace-technology.com. 

Workspace Technology’s Interior Solutions division undertakes
commercial flooring projects through the UK. Our comprehensive
portfolio includes raised access, acoustic and hardwood flooring
systems. By engaging you and taking the time to understand the
business and performance related issues Workspace Technology 
is able to effectively address the demands of your business.


